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Abstract 
Nowadays, there is a serious anxiety on the existence of dangerous intelligent systems and it 

is not just a science-fiction idea of evil machines like the ones in well-known Terminator movie or 
any other movies including intelligent robots – machines threatening the existence of humankind. 
So, there is a great interest in some alternative research works under the topics of Machine Ethics, 
Artificial Intelligence Safety and the associated research topics like Future of Artificial Intelligence 
and Existential Risks. The objective of this study is to provide a general discussion about the 
expressed research topics and try to find some answers to the question of ‘Are we safe enough in the 
future of Artificial Intelligence?’. In detail, the discussion includes a comprehensive focus on 
‘dystopic’ scenarios, enables interested researchers to think about some ‘moral dilemmas’ and 
finally have some ethical outputs that are considerable for developing good intelligent systems. 
From a general perspective, the discussion taken here is a good opportunity to improve awareness 
on the mentioned, remarkable research topics associated with not only Artificial Intelligence but 
also many other natural and social sciences taking role in the humankind. 
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1. Introduction 
Artificial Intelligence is an important scientific field, which is currently shaping the future of 

humankind. After it has started its journey as a result of innovative developments within Computer 
Science, it has provided many effective and efficient solutions to different fields, and has then taken 
an active part rapidly in the scientific arena with its great potential on solving real-world based 
problems (Negnevitsky, 2005; Russell et al., 2003). Today, intelligent solutions are often employed 
in daily modern life by taking part in even our phones, cars or houses. In a general manner, there is 
an infinite loop of innovations, which is a typical result of collaboration caused by some popular 
scientific fields and the field of Artificial Intelligence is one of them. Considering the unstoppable 
rise of intelligent solution approaches, methods and techniques of Artificial Intelligence, there has 
always been some discussions regarding the disadvantages and unclear characteristics of intelligent 
systems in the context of a life surrounded always by also ethical and morality-oriented issues 
(Allen et al., 2000; Bostrom, 2003; Dubhashi, & Lappin, 2017; Floridi, & Sanders, 2004; Herzfeld, 
2002). But the more advanced problems have been solved by intelligent systems, the more 
discussions over Artificial Intelligence have appeared.  

Currently, people are often anxious about the possible existence of dangerous intelligent 
systems and that anxiety seems improving more with alternative discussions associated with 
different fields of the modern life. By moving from such anxiety-oriented questions, there is a great 
interest in some alternative research works under the topics of Machine Ethics or Artificial 
Intelligence Safety. Generally, objectives of such research works are mainly focused on designing 
and developing human-compatible intelligence systems or at least introducing some alternative 
solution ways to adjust badly configured intelligent systems. In more detail, the related works 
associated with developing ‘safe’ intelligent systems are also examined under some other alternative 
research topics like Existential Risks because Artificial Intelligence is accepted as one of the most 
                                                 
7 This work is the keynote speak made by Utku Kose at the SMART 2017 – Scientific Methods in Academic Research 
and Teaching International Conference 2017 held in Timișoara, Romania, between September 8 and September 9, 2017. 
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remarkable risks having a threating potential towards humankind and even other living organisms. 
As combining all of these research efforts in a common ground, Future of Artificial Intelligence is 
known as another research topic dealing with the future build over intelligent machines.  

Considering the explanations made so far, the objective of this study is to provide a general 
focus on the expressed research topics and try to find some answers to the question of ‘Are we safe 
enough in the future of Artificial Intelligence?’. In detail, the discussion includes a comprehensive 
focus on ‘dystopic’ scenarios, enables interested researchers to think about some ‘moral dilemmas’ 
and finally have some ethical outputs that are considerable for developing good intelligent systems. 
From a general perspective, the discussion taken here is a good opportunity to improve awareness 
on the mentioned, remarkable research topics associated with not only Artificial Intelligence but 
also many other natural and social sciences taking role in the humankind. 

In the context of the objectives of this study, the remaining content is organized as follows: 
The next section provides some brief information regarding considered research topics like Machine 
Ethics, Artificial Intelligence Safety, and other associated ones. After that section, the third section 
discusses some anxiety points connected with possible dangerous scenarios or moral dilemmas. 
Following that, the fourth section tries to answer the main question of the study by providing ideas 
about ethical outputs to develop good intelligent systems and finally the study is ended with 
discussions about conclusions and future work ideas. 

 
2. Research Topics Associated with Anxieties on Artificial Intelligence 
Anxieties related to Artificial Intelligence have caused the rise of different research topics in 

time. Of course, these research topics do not always depend on just anxieties, but they also include 
research efforts for solving mysteries lying on the background of Artificial Intelligence and 
providing more findings for a better future shaped by intelligent systems. The scientific literature 
seems always open for introduction of new research topics and efforts within them but some 
remarkable ones taking researchers’ interest widely today can be explained briefly as follows: 

 
2.1. Machine Ethics 
Machine Ethics is a research topic in which researchers’ deal with ethical issues that may 

appear while intelligent systems are solving some problems. These problems are generally 
associated with the existence of humankind or need very critical analyses to provide the most 
accurate solution at the end. In the literature of Artificial Intelligence, a similar term: Ethical 
Artificial Intelligence can also be used to meet the same research efforts, but Machine Ethics is 
focused more on an exact intelligent system that is something like a robot or an advanced machine, 
which is strong enough to solve more complex problems that cannot be solved yet with current 
capabilities of intelligent systems. So, this research topic has connections with both current 
developments and possible future developments in the field of Artificial Intelligence (Allen et al., 
2006; Anderson, & Anderson, 2011). 

In Machine Ethics, researchers often encounter with issues that are both philosophical and 
technical (Powers, 2011). Issues covered in Machine Ethics are generally because of the following 
subjects having ethical conflicts in the context of Artificial Intelligence (Anderson, & Anderson, 
2011; Lin et al., 2011; Torrance, 2008; Wallach, & Allen, 2008): 

 Rights: What kind of rights should an intelligent machine have while solving 
problems for us? If an intelligent system causes an accident or show dangerous 
behaviors while working on its tasks – jobs, which rights should belong to it in order 
to have accurate judgments about it? More generally, should a robot (intelligent 
system) have rights like us? These are all important questions that are rising when we 
give an ethical view on rights for intelligent systems. 

 Duties: It is certain that we need advanced intelligent systems to solve real world 
problems in more accurate, rapid and effective ways. So, all these needs require 
intelligent systems to have duties to be completed. But what if not all kind of duties 
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should be given to intelligent to be completed? Sometimes, it may not be clear to see 
the end of some duties, which require some human oriented behaviors, which even 
cannot be simulated enough by Artificial Intelligence. While it is still an unsolved 
problem that how Artificial Intelligence can be completely be like us in terms of 
spiritual and mental manner, it may not be ethical to have it to be responsible for all 
duties. 

 Human Welfare: When we consider about our welfare, ethical issues rise in the 
way, which may cause lots of paradoxes to be analyzed. Keeping human welfare at 
an optimum level may be a big problem for robots because it includes an almost 
infinite number of environmental factors to be evaluated because of dynamic nature 
of the human and also factors (i.e. nature, world), he / she is actively interacting. 
Some dangerous behaviors provided by Artificial Intelligence may be some 
important steps that should be taken to save the human welfare for the future, but 
humankind cannot understand the ethical causes lying deep inside of that or ethical 
rules of a very-well trained – learned, advanced intelligent system cannot then be 
same / similar with the ones we know as ethical ones. 

 Justice: How can an intelligent system apply justice when it encounters with events 
including ethical issues (i.e. killing someone to save yourself, causing some people to 
be dead because of somebody else’s faults, crimes hidden very well on the 
background of laws)? There are many issues because of the loopholes written laws; 
how can a robot in the role of a judge deal with cases? If we move away from the 
arena of the law, we can also derive questions about daily life: How can an intelligent 
system managing a shop apply the justice to its employers when these employers 
have some problems in an ethical manner? What does it mean for a robot to be fair 
when a duty assignment problem should be solved ethically considering all other 
robotic workers’ past performances at an intelligent factory? 

In the context of Machine Ethics, the following three remarkable concepts can be discussed 
widely to have some more ethical ideas regarding Artificial Intelligence (Hibbard, 2014; McLaren, 
2006; Schneider, 2016; Wallach, 2010): 

 Information: It is accepted that the control of information which will be used to train 
intelligent systems or to which intelligent systems can use are important to ensure 
ethical intelligent systems. In detail, the amount of information, and even its value 
are also important issues evaluated within Machine Ethics. 

 Control: It is believed that effective and accurate approaches can enable people to 
control intelligent systems to behave ethically. Because Artificial Intelligence is a 
product of the human-mind, its control can be achieved better only by humans. That 
is also because only we can understand what kind of human errors may be included 
in intelligent systems and how such systems should be controlled to behave 
according to the ethical rules we believe. 

 Reasoning: In intelligent systems (robots), reasoning is automated, and it has a 
flexible nature because of the continuing training process directed by environmental 
factors and experiences of the system more generally. At this point, one important 
question in the context of Machine Ethics is: how far should we trust an automated 
reasoning? Furthermore, it is still unclear if any triggering ‘bad’ training data may 
affect the automated reasoning of an intelligent system so that it may act harmful to 
its environment. At this point, how can we understand if a training data is appropriate 
to make an intelligent system more ethical? The reasoning concept here comes with 
many alternative questions needing to be answered carefully. 
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Figure 1. Three remarkable concepts discussed widely in the context of Machine Ethics. 

 
Research works under the Machine Ethics also focus on an important concept: 

‘consciousness’. Here, the essential ethical problem is associated with the question: ‘Can intelligent 
systems (robots) have consciousness?’. Moving from that, we can have some arguments such as 
(Holland, 2003; Torrance, 2008; Wallach, 2010): 

 Actually, an intelligent system cannot take responsibility of its actions. So, are the 
developers responsible for that? Any human, company…etc.? 

 How far can responsibility be connected with us (humans)? 
 Is it enough for the humankind to deal with some certain real-world problems? Is it 

impossible for intelligent systems to have enough consciousness level to deal with all 
real-world problems? 

 Should intelligent machines be considered in the context of what we actually 
understand from consciousness? 

 If an intelligent system (robot) has consciousness; (1) ‘Should it have rights like us?’ 
(2) ‘What if it wants more things from the humankind?’ (3) ‘How far we can trust its 
consciousness?’ (4) ‘Could a conscious system work for us?’ (5) ‘Can we have the 
right to turn off a conscious intelligent machine?’...etc. 

 If we can achieve the consciousness in an intelligent system, should we consider any 
other additional factors affecting that consciousness? 

 Is it really necessary for an intelligent system to have consciousness? Should we 
design something like consciousness but a more specific thing special for intelligent 
systems? 

Intelligent agents are widely discussed in the context of Machine Ethics. Here, the objectives 
are all connected with ensuring an ethical agent. Related to that ethical agent issue, the literature 
also defines two types of ethical agents according to their focus – design on ethics (Anderson, & 
Anderson, 2007; Moor, 2009): 

 Implicit Ethical Agents: Agents that are limited by their designers to prevent from 
unethical actions – behaviors. 

 Explicit Ethical Agents: Agents that have special algorithms to make them acting – 
behaving ethical. 

 

 
Figure 2. Essential ethical agents according their focus – design on ethics. 
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Explanations so far are based on philosophical and theoretical approaches on ethical issues 
that can be associated with Artificial Intelligence and its outputs. Researchers thinking that Artificial 
Intelligence can be dangerous (unsafe) because of some reasons find themselves in designing 
algorithmic approaches to eliminate possible side-effects causing unsafe intelligence systems and 
ensure a safe Artificial Intelligence environment. Research works associated with such efforts are 
included under the research topic of Artificial Intelligence Safety. 

 
2.2. Artificial Intelligence Safety 
Artificial Intelligence Safety is associated with the idea of that it is possible to encounter 

with unsafe – dangerous intelligent systems if effective precautions are not taken. So, before it is too 
late, alternative approaches, methods, and techniques should be designed to obtain safe intelligent 
systems (robots in the future). In the literature, Yampolskiy (2013) expresses that researchers have 
some ideas leading them to misunderstand the concept of Machine Ethics and an alternative 
research topic to ensure safety in Artificial Intelligence should be followed. Such ideas have caused 
to think about developing safe Artificial Intelligence based systems (Pavaloiu, & Kose, 2017). It is 
also remarkable that although humankind has the highest priority in terms of safety, Artificial 
Intelligence Safety is interested in dangerous or harmful actions – behaviors that can be shown by 
intelligent systems to humans, other living organisms, and also other intelligent systems (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 3. Objective safety factors in the context of Artificial Intelligence Safety. 

 
When we think about a safe intelligence system, the following questions and many more 

often wait to be answered accurately with effective research efforts: 
 Should there be a ‘red button’ to stop any intelligent system when its actions start to 

be dangerous or harmful? 
 How can we develop a red button for preventing intelligent systems from turning to 

the ‘dark side’? 
 How can we stop an intelligent system to stop us from pressing to the red button 

when it learns enough about it and its effects? 
 How can we ‘limit’ an intelligent system to enable it only for its duties? 
 How can we prevent intelligent systems from being hacked by other intelligent 

systems or hackers? 
 Can we predict future behaviors of an intelligent system? 

 
Nowadays, there are some remarkable solutions developed for ensuring safe Artificial 

Intelligence based systems. By focusing on agent models of Artificial Intelligence, there are some 
alternative agent types introduced as ‘safe intelligent systems’. Also, a widely-used Machine 
Learning approach: Reinforcement Learning is also considered in the form of an alternative learning 
approach in order to ensure safe intelligent systems. Some essential information regarding these 
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developments can be expressed briefly as follows (Abbeel, & Ng, 2011; Evans, & Goodman, 2015; 
Evans et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2017; Ng, & Russell, 2000; Orseau, & Armstrong, 2016): 

 Interruptible / Ignorant / Inconsistent / Bounded Agents: Interruptible Agents 
stands for safe agents, which were introduced as having a ‘red button’ to be stopped 
in case of any dangerous state. On the other hand, Ignorant / Inconsistent Agents are 
based on the idea of that people are ignorant and inconsistent about their choices in 
the real life so intelligent agents should be like that in order to have ethically and 
safely structured intelligent systems. Finally, Bounded Agents are based on designing 
optimal, frugal and fast agents, which are heuristics for next decisions – plans as by 
inspiring from the fact that humans are both biased and bounded cognitively. 

 Inverse Reinforcement Learning: Inverse Reinforcement Learning is a remarkable 
approach to determine a reward function for defining behaviors of the objective agent 
– system so that it can be possible to also find good policies. That means also ethical 
and safe ways in terms of considered research topics. 

In the literature, another remarkable research effort is associated with training data, which 
can be connected with the issue of information and the related factors, as mentioned before. In 
detail, the concept of ‘adversarial examples’ is used to define training data, which can confuse 
intelligent systems and make them learn something wrong (Goodfellow et al., 2017). So, that 
research subject is highly associated with Artificial Intelligence Safety, because of its potential to be 
useful for hackers of the future whether they will be human or other intelligent machines. Examples 
provided in the literature show that small changes – additions in training data can cause Artificial 
Intelligence to understand false about the learned problem – solution easily and such problem is 
very critical about safety level of a developed intelligent system. 

Some other concepts – issues discussed in the literature can be listed as: ‘rationality’, 
‘corrigibility’, ‘value alignment’, ‘human-aligned Artificial Intelligence’, ‘openness’, ‘expected 
utility’, ‘reward’, ‘reward engineering’ (Amodei et al., 2016; Arnold et al., 2017; Conitzer et al., 
2017; Dewey, 2014; Riedl, & Harrison, 2016; Russell et al., 2015; Soares et al., 2015; Vamplew et 
al., 2017). 

Machine Ethics and Artificial Intelligence Safety have no certain borders between them. 
Machine Ethics is even called as also Ethical Artificial Intelligence (Hibbard, 2014). At this point, 
research perspectives related both research topics can be even accepted in a common research field 
employing works for ethical and safe intelligent systems. On the other hand, all these works can be 
connected to the efforts of shaping a ‘good future’ of intelligent systems. So, another research topic: 
Future of Artificial Intelligence rises here. 

 
2.3. Future of Artificial Intelligence 
Increasing anxieties are always because humankind wants a future, which is supported by 

intelligent systems, which are human-compatible and safe. So, except research works focused on 
developing ethical and safe intelligent systems, there is also a need for discussing future 
developments regarding Artificial Intelligence. More ideas about how intelligent systems of the 
future will be like are essential for researchers to derive effective solutions for ethical and safe 
Artificial Intelligence. Because of that, a research topic called as Future of Artificial Intelligence 
deals with views over the future of Artificial Intelligence. 

Today, there are different kinds of research interests introduced in the context of Future of 
Artificial Intelligence. With their remarkable and logical background shaped by both technical and 
social aspects, two of them attract researchers interest widely. They are: 

 Technological Singularity: Also known as ‘Singularity’, this is a hypothesis 
indicating that Artificial Intelligence, which is better than human intelligence will 
shape the humankind and civilizations greatly in the future (Callaghan et al., 2017; 
Muehlhauser, & Helm, 2012; Nicolescu, 2017). 
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 Superintelligence: It is both term and a research interest, which is explaining an 
intelligence, which is surpassing even the highest level human brain in the context of 
general intelligence. Actually, many ethical and safety-oriented issues are also 
associated with possible, future intelligent systems having ‘superintelligence.’ 
(Bostrom, 2014; Dubhashi, & Lappin, 2017; Perdue, 2017). 

Arguments defending the idea of ‘bad Artificial Intelligence’ has led researchers to classify 
Artificial Intelligence under Existential Risks, which is a separate research topic focusing on factors 
affecting the existence of the humankind. 

 

 
Figure 4. Two research interests that can be considered under the Future of Artificial Intelligence. 

 
2.4. Existential Risks 
Existential Risks is not directly associated with ethical or safety issues about Artificial 

Intelligence, but it is related to Artificial Intelligence because it accepts that field by considering two 
important characteristics. According to that research topic, an existential risk has a ‘global effect’ 
covering the whole humankind and a ‘terminal intensity’ reducing the surviving potential of the 
considered risk group through even new generations (Bostrom, 2002). As a result of developments 
and increasing anxieties, these two characteristics are also associated with Artificial Intelligence. In 
detail, this corresponds to a possible bad Artificial Intelligence, which can cause the existence of the 
humankind to end. So, that research topic has important relations with Machine Ethics and 
especially Artificial Intelligence Safety. 

 

 
Figure 5. Two characteristics of an existential risk. 

 
Except from Artificial Intelligence, Existence Risks deals with many more alternative risks 

as presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Existential Risks. 

 
3. Possible Scenarios Causing Questions 
As being research subjects of the explained research topics, there are already some possible 

scenarios, which enable us to think more about if we are safe enough for the future supported by 
Artificial Intelligence. In this context, especially remarkable scenarios can be explained briefly as 
follows: 

 
3.1. Moral Dilemmas 
Moral dilemmas have been always important for us. Because moral dilemmas can easily 

confuse even us, they become more important problems to be solved in the sense of Artificial 
Intelligence. Some possible scenarios of moral dilemmas can be expressed as follows by 
considering intelligent systems: 

 How can a self-driving car decide who should live and should die in case of a fatal 
accident, which has no possibility to leave everyone alive at the end? 

 How should a person be punished by the intelligent judge, if that person has killed 
somebody in order to save himself / herself? 

 Which patient should be treated by the intelligent doctor, if there are many patients 
with high level priorities at the same time? 

 Is it fair for an intelligent system to take any human’s work from him / her and leave 
him / her unemployed? 

 
3.2. Artificial Intelligence to be Created by Artificial Intelligence 

 
“An intelligent system company has introduced its new product, which has an Artificial 

Intelligence to create similar intelligent systems to solve some problems better with collaborative 
approaches done by an intelligent swarm.” 

That remarkable scenario is associated with a future including intelligent systems, which are 
created by other intelligent systems. Except for religious discussions and anxieties, this scenario is 
important for researchers because it is not clear that if the creation of an intelligent system by other 
ones can cause more dangerous results at the end. The issue of allowing an intelligent system to 
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create new ones is also an important problem to be solved in terms of both Machine Ethics and 
Artificial Intelligence Safety. The problem improves more and more if the creator intelligent system 
can employ dangerous and harmful training – learning data, which may cause all created intelligent 
systems to be all dangerous – harmful in the future. 

The issue of creation is similar in also copying intelligent systems. It is clear that the most 
important advantage of Artificial Intelligence is being easily copied or cloned to create intelligent 
systems with same characteristics or having newer ones with some different characteristics. At this 
point, it is important to also consider future opportunities for creating new intelligent systems easier 
and faster. But it is also an important question to ask if such fast flow can cause disadvantages 
(uncontrollable creation – copying – cloning, uncontrollable training – learning data etc.). 

 
3.3. Jobs to be Done by Artificial Intelligence 
‘The Omega is a good, intelligent system (factory worker), which can perform a producing 

task effectively in less than an hour. Because of that, there is no need for any human at the factory 
so that humans are even not allowed to enter to the factory area.’ 

It is a widely discussed scenario that our jobs will be taken by intelligent systems in the near 
future. At this point, there are serious anxieties – questions about how the economic situation and 
humans’ welfare will be like if there will be no jobs (or a few number of jobs to be done by humans) 
in the future. Because employment is an important factor affecting many additional components like 
the economy, social life, self-confidence, career etc., a future including intelligent workers and not 
working humans can be a new age, which has a very misty way ahead, especially considering 
humankind. 

 
3.4. Social Life Transformed by Digital Individuals 
That scenario can be possible in the future if Artificial Intelligence has enough capabilities to 

take more part in human’s social life: ‘John meets every day with his virtual friends to discuss some 
Philosophy and Rock Music. He does not need any human friends because his virtual friends make 
him improve his knowledge.’ 

It is already a certain problem that digital world has some negative effects on our social life 
with addictive applications of social media and more interactive computer games and computer-
oriented applications. At this point, advanced, intelligent, digital individuals can take place in our 
world and transform the current social life into another, unique form. Such social life may cause 
humans to lose their exact cultural and emotional roots in time and even make humans architects of 
a future with bad intelligent systems, which is a typical dystopia for now. 

 
3.5. Rights and Copyright Problems 
‘For last 100 years, there is no human, who is better than intelligent painters in that painting 

competition. But a human painter thinks that this year’s winner has benefited from his paintings, 
which was shared before him over the Internet. The human painter thinks that the system has even 
stolen his painting style.’ 

That scenario shows that rights and copyright issue will be very unclear in the future in 
which intelligent systems take an active role. Because an Artificial Intelligence based system has all 
abilities to reach all types of data from anywhere and anytime. In the end, the system then can use 
its almost infinite resources to make it even the most successful painter, poet, or an author. But 
should that prevent humans from sharing all their knowledge and abilities with Artificial 
Intelligence? Which type of judicial adjustments should be made in order to eliminate all such 
possible scenarios having conflicts in it. In more detail, we can think about a song that is created by 
an intelligent system. At this point, can the intelligent system have rights over copyrights regarding 
that song or does copyright belong to the creator – developer of that intelligent system? All such 
questions should be answered accurately in the context of research topics like Machine Ethics and 
also Artificial Intelligence Safety (because of the issue of using information from a human without 
any permission because of the open Internet environment.). 
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4. Some Solution Suggestions 
By inspiring from the performed previous works and analyzing essential issues discussed in 

this study so far, it is also possible to think some solutions in order to develop ‘good’ intelligent 
systems for the future. Some of them can be mentioned briefly as follows: 

 In order to prevent conflicts that may appear between the role of humans, living 
organisms and intelligent systems (robots) over the world, a global hierarchical ‘tree 
of priorities’ can be designed. Of course, control – management of such structure 
should be done carefully by appropriate authorities. 

 It can be seen from the literature that there is a good potential within agent-based 
systems to design ethical and safe Artificial Intelligence based structure. At least, 
algorithmic and mathematical models formed on the background of such systems are 
important factors for researchers to improve the associated literature for better further 
works with current findings. So, there should be more focus on developing ethical 
and safe agents with alternative research efforts. At this point, it could be a good idea 
to start by moving from philosophies lying on the background of Implicit and 
Explicit Ethical Agents and even inspiring from already introduced ethical and safe 
agent systems (like Interruptible, Ignorant, Inconsistent or Bounded Agents). Here, 
more mathematical and logical approaches should be employed in order to eliminate 
all possible paradoxes and gaps that may cause unsuccessful research attempts. 
Because of that, such development studies should be done in a multidisciplinary 
manner including researchers from Computer Science, Mathematics, Logic, 
Philosophy and even social sciences focused on the human, like Sociology or 
Education. 

 In addition to the suggestions expressed for developing alternative agents, it can also 
be a good way to classify Artificial Intelligence oriented systems with some 
‘dangerous levels’. In this way, it can be possible to use some systems in only certain 
tasks and fields, which will enable to run a ‘limited task scope’ for such systems to 
prevent them from behavior changing or any actions that may cause harmful results 
at the end. 

 Moral dilemmas will be always an open question for Artificial Intelligence because 
of changing dynamics of the world, society and fields in which we currently working, 
studying etc. So, research works trying to determine accurate behaviors of intelligent 
systems for such moral dilemmas should be always active and an intense 
consideration should be given to such research interests for shaping especially ethical 
background of the Artificial Intelligence. 

 A certain set of rules in algorithmic structures of Artificial Intelligence based systems 
can be designed in order to make them human and living organisms-compatible. 
Here, three laws designed by Asimov (MIT Technology Review, 2014) in his widely-
read science-fiction novels can be a good point to move from. Asimov’s rules on 
robots seem still strong enough to cover all logical background on achieving an 
ethical and safe system. The related rules can be expressed as follows (MIT 
Technology Review, 204): (1) “A robot may not injure a human being or, through 
inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.” (2) “A robot must obey the orders 
given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the Law 
(1).” (3) “A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not 
conflict with the Law (1) or Law (2).” 

 Changing nature of the society and more effects of technology causes newer jobs and 
specialties to appear. At this point, there will be probably new kind of jobs associated 
with Artificial Intelligence in even a near future. Considering ethical and safety-
oriented requirements for Artificial Intelligence, it is possible to suggest some jobs as 
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follows: ‘Training Data Analyzer for Intelligent Systems’, ‘Ethics and Safety 
Analyzer for Intelligent Systems’, ‘Agent Expert’, ‘Machine Learning Engineer’, 
‘Safe Artificial Intelligence Engineer’, ‘Artificial Intelligence Algorithm Designer’, 
‘Safe Robot Hardware Designer’, ‘Robot Safety Expert’. 

 Safety oriented works are generally focused on algorithmic ideas and efforts 
surrounded by them. But it can be also a good way to focus on how to design 
hardware components of intelligent systems (in terms of especially robots). In other 
words, robots (intelligent systems), which may have the potential of being dangerous 
or showing complex actions can be designed with safer designs and materials, which 
will give some advantages of being prevented from harmful results that may even 
cause because of some accidents. 

 As it was indicated before, information is one of the most remarkable factors for 
determining how an intelligence system can be ethical or safe. So, it is important to 
perform more research works about how to represent information for Artificial 
Intelligence and how to eliminate small information that may cause ‘butterfly-effect’ 
at the end and transform the system into a ‘bad one’. In this context, it is important 
also to evaluate learning – training approaches used for obtaining desired intelligent 
systems, which can just do their tasks and be aware of any dangerous information 
(data) affecting its nature. Currently, it seems that the Reinforcement Learning is a 
good learning – training approach to be analyzed in detail but the future will be 
always open for introduction of newer approaches of course. 

 Optimization lives in the heart of real life. All real-world problems can be solved 
effectively with optimization because they cannot be modeled mathematically. By 
inspiring from the optimization idea, it can be possible to design and develop some 
‘regulator’ techniques for controlling and directing interaction of intelligent systems 
with the real world, which means active learning – training for them. In this way, 
simpler but effective enough solutions can be obtained in order to prevent such 
systems from evolving into bad systems or being affected by malicious factors. At 
this point, it is important to model which kinds of variables, constants and even 
constraints can be applied for certain types of intelligent systems developed with 
different techniques. 

 Sometimes, details that are seen not too much important can be seen by some others 
and may lead scientific developments to different ways. Theories here are key 
elements to achieve the related mechanism. It can be suggested here to develop new 
theories on ensuring ethical and safe Artificial Intelligence. Such theories can be 
drawn with a multidisciplinary view combining different minds from different fields, 
which is interested in role of Artificial Intelligence in the world of the future. As a 
recent theory, readers are referred to the ‘Fading Intelligence Theory’ (Kose, & 
Vasant, 2017). 

 There are anxieties regarding current and future state of Artificial Intelligence 
because the humankind is thought to be at the heart of the world and the life. 
Although our future seems to be depended on only our decisions, there are many 
environmental factors affecting the whole life. So, it may not be always necessary to 
enable robots (intelligent systems) to do some tasks or take important roles on certain 
sides of the life. In order to keep a balance between the technology and the living 
organisms over the world (and even in the universe), it can be a better way to design 
an optimum ‘tasks sharing’. 

 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
This study has provided a general discussion about ethical and safety-oriented issues 

regarding Artificial Intelligence. In detail, some remarkable research topics followed widely by the 
scientific community have been generally explained and a light has kept over possible dangerous 
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scenarios to understand more about what kind of issues are remarkable. At this point, the study is 
structured around the question of ‘Are we safe enough in the future of Artificial Intelligence?’ 
Along the study, the dangerous scenarios are also tried to be met with some possible solution 
suggestions. The study has been also organized as a reference work for enabling and directing 
interested readers to deeper sides of the literature. 

The associated literature in this manner still has a misty way ahead but many important 
developments have been done so far since first anxieties related to possible dangerous and harmful 
effects that may be seen in time with appearance of more advanced, superintelligence-based 
systems. It seems that improvements in supportive technologies will possibly cause also many rapid 
and advanced developments in the field of Artificial Intelligence, but still algorithmic and 
mathematical structures have important role on solving even the most complicated issues that we 
may encounter with even in the future. 

In addition to that study, the author is encouraged to take research done more steps away. In 
this sense, it is aimed to design and develop some algorithmic solutions for ensuring safe intelligent 
systems. Such solutions will be probably applied in terms of multi-agent systems. On the other 
hand, there will be also further studies to understand more about nature of training data to have 
more accurate ideas about how it can be possible to prevent a training data from ‘malicious 
additions’ or additional data that will probably cause great changes in reasoning of an intelligent 
system. Finally, additional theoretical works regarding Machine Studies and Artificial Intelligence 
Safety to improve the associated literature will also be done by the author. 
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